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Campfire 1000 Acres Plateau trip.

The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from easy  (minimal  experience  required)  to  hard  (high
fitness and experience required). We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly
social meetings. We have a club hut in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for hire to
members.  Membership  rates  per  year  are  $45  member,  $65  couple,  $20  junior  or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see the last two pages. 
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News
At the last AGM on 25th May some changes to our committee occurred

Treasurer Carol Horgan

Youth Programme Coordinator Liz Wightwick

5 Ordinary Members

Hannah Watt John Kerkofs

Daniel Gillies Susan Pearson

Chantal McCarthy

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 0273265497 or email
katet5003@gmail.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words hut fees in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Donald Carnielo 338-9865 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Donald Carnielo.
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Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility;  please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may result  in  serious  damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons No  longer
available

Wednesday 1 June 
Departure point: Meeting at 6.30 PM

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Social  walk  #5:  Mt  Vernon  &  Witch  Hill:  Meeting  at  the
crossroad of Heybridge Lane and Hillsborough Terrace. Going up
via Mt Vernon Farm Track, summitting both Mt Vernon and The
Witch Hill, coming back via Rapaki / Roger St Track. We should
be  back  in  the  cars  around  9pm.  Bring  a  torch.  Prospective
members  are  welcome  but  please  note  that  this  walk  doesn’t
count  towards your  3  trips that  you need to  join  the club.  You
should sign up to come on the trip.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 1 Jun 2022

Map: BX24 
Christchurc
h 

Approx: 0

Saturday 4 June 
Departure point: Z Papanui 

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Omahu Bush/Gibralter Rock:  Omahu Bush and Gibralter Rock
are situated at the south western end of the Port Hills. The trip will
start from the Gibralter Rock carpark and follow Rhodes Track to
the bottom of the valley before doing a side trip to Anne’s Falls.
Into  Omahu Bush  itself,  along  Nelsons  Track  and  Kirks  Track.
Omahu  Bush  is  home  to  an  ancient  kotukutuku  (tree  fuchsia)
forest  and  as  well,  has  a  diverse  range  of  other  native  trees
including  matai,  totara,  kowhai,  lancewoods,  ribbonwoods  and
kanuka. Prendergasts Track takes us out into the open and up to
Gibralter  Rock  (502m).  Great  views  of  Te  Waihora  (Lake
Ellesmere), Canterbury Plains and across to the Southern Alps. A
short track takes us back to the carpark. Round trip 10kms, 400m
height gain.

Grade: Easy +

Closes: 3 Jun 2022

Map:  

Approx: $5
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Long Weekend 4-6 June 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Cedar Flats Hot Pools: Birthday tramp. Drive to Arthurs Pass on
Friday night. Saturday we drive to Kokatahi. From the road-end
we follow the track along the Toaroha river up to Cedar Flats. Day
two can either be spent lazing in the hot pools or a day-trip up to
the tops for those keen.  Monday return the way we came and
drive back to Christchurch

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 3 Jun 2022

Map: BV19 Lake 
Kaniere 

Approx: $75 +$5 hut
fee per 
night

Long Weekend 4-6 June 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Geoffrey Sugden 021409359
geoffsugden@gmail.com

Lake Morgan Hut - Cone Creek Loop: 

Day 1 (~8 hours) - After the usual Coffee and Pie stops on the way
through to Arthurs we’ll park the cars near Lake Haupiri and head
up the Brian O’Lyn route. The initial 500m of this climb has been
described as extremely steep for the first half and care needs to
be taken (DOC) and “near vertical” by Wilderness Magazine so
should provide a fun start to the day. Once we have ascended
above the bush line we will  travel  along the tops and over  Mt
O’Shanessy before descending to the 6 bunk Lake Morgan Hut.
We’ll have the option of setting up camp here or possibly further
down by Lake Morgan itself. 

Day 2 (~5 hours) - From Lake Morgan/Lake Morgan Hut we’ll drop
down the first gully towards point 1368 in search of the route to
Cone Creek Hut where we’ll set up camp for the night. While this
seems like a short distance reports that I’ve read describe travel
here as steep and challenging so this still should be a good days
walk. 

Day 3 (~8 hours) - From Cone Creek Hut we’ll follow Cone Creek
down towards the Haupiri River. The travel here sounds like we’ll
be  required  to  negotiate  some  steep  and  slippery  terrain  and
Boulders.  From  the  junction  we’ll  head  back  up  the  Haupiri
towards the cars before heading back to Christchurch with a stop
at  either  the  Bealey  in  Arthurs Pass or  the  Springfield  Pub for
dinner. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 1 Jun 2022

Map: BU21 
Haupiri 

Approx: $84
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Long Weekend 4-6 June 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Hannah Watt 0273725111
hanrosewatt@gmail.com

Sphinx/Avoca/Jordan - Queens Birthday : 

Legend says there is an oil drum converted BBQ here, and a bath.
I for one am keen to check that out, and see how some snags go.
Thought we could do a bit  of  an Avoca base camp. Looks like
there  is  lots  of  fun  stuff  to  explore  here,  and  might  be  a  nice
chance for mod trampers to enjoy the walk to the moraine flat to
see the waterfall from the hanging valley, and mod/hard trampers
to go and do wild things up the surrounds – point 1706 looks fun.
There is also a swimming hole nearby is anyone fancies a dip that
close  to  winter  solstice.  All  going  well  with  snowfall  (hopefully
none) Sphinx/Jordan saddle is the plan. 

On Saturday head up to Jordan saddle via Jordan Stream, down
to Galilee creek and to Avoca (if  the weather is superb we can
look at accessing Jordan Saddle via Bealey Spur). 

Sunday will be entirely explorative. Monday we will head up Easy
stream to Sphinx Saddle, down to anti crow hut and out. I am sure
someone will tell me if the route is easier the other way around.
Will access from either Bealey Spur or Klondyke, 7-9hrs walking
on Sat & Mon. If we have a few cars some may be keen to stay at
the club hut Friday. Keen for this to be a fine weather trip only, will
look at other clag & rain friendly options if needed. BYO tents &
snags. There is camping for around 3ish tents, plus the hut. We
may need to looking at camping at the base of the track if it is
busy, otherwise bring a hammock! 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 2 Jun 2022

Map: BV20 Otira 

Approx: $40
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Sunday 12 June 
Departure point: Lyttelton Ferry Terminal

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Port  hills  walking marathon #3:  Lyttelton to  Lyttelton (with
extra kms from Taylors for some): 

Have you ever wonder how it is to run a marathon? What about
walking  it?  Third  CTC  Port  Hills  marathon  will  lead  us  from
Lyttelton  to  Lyttelton  (yes,  again  -  it’s  very  convenient  for  the
organizer as he doesn’t need to arrange any transport). 

We’ll take 7.50 AM ferry across to Diamond Harbour and take the
following route: 

Mt Herbert --> Packhorse hut --> Gebbies Pass --> Sign of Kiwi
(it’d be a shame not to stop here for a cuppa, it closes at 4pm) -->
Bridle Path --> Lyttelton (Eruption Brewing pub) It’s around 42 km.

If you think that’s not enough, you can join me - I’ll be starting at
Taylor’s mistake at a chilled pace at 5 AM which adds another 10
km. Please indicate in the notes if you’d like to join me at Taylor’s
and we’ll arrange transport together. Also please indicate if you’d
like to be added to a What’s App group through which we can
communicate as we go. 

1) Take comfortable footwear eg. not tramping boots as you may
struggle to walk so far in tramping boots 

2) Please note the unusual meeting point - you can either drive or
take a bus to the Ferry Terminal. The only cost of the trip one way
ferry ride 

3) From Gebbies Pass onwards you can bail anytime as we’ll stay
close to the Summit Road. Call a friend / taxi / Uber to get back to
Lyttelton (your responsibility) 

4) It’s around 42 km and 2000m total ascent - however, the ascent
is only gradual. See the map at https://tinyurl.com/lytt2lytt 

5) Make sure you have a headlamp with spare batteries. The sun
will go down around 5pm and some of us may finish after that 

6) We won’t go together as a group - we’ll start together but then
everybody goes at own pace. We’ll reunite in Lyttelton in Eruption
Brewing pub. Please find yourself a buddy before the walk or soon
after you start. It’s safer and more fun :) Make sure where to go -
see the posted map above. 

If the weather is not good enough, the tramp will be postponed to
a more sunny day. Reports from previous years: 

2020 https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-reports?
goto=tripreports%2F968 

2021 https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-reports?
goto=tripreports%2F1009

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 4 Jun 2022

Map: BX24 
Christchurc
h 

Approx: Ferry ticket
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Wednesday 15 June 
Departure  point:  Leaving  6.30pm  from  the
Gondola carpark

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Social walk #6: Mt Cavendish: Meeting at Gondola carpark. Up
the pipeline, going across Mt Cavendish to join Major Hornbrook
and drop down to Lyttelton. Taking the Lyttelton pipeline back to
the Summit Rd and back to the cars. We should be back in the
cars  around  9pm.  Bring  a  torch.  Prospective  members  are
welcome but please note that this walk doesn’t count towards your
3 trips that you need to join the club. You should sign up to come
on the trip.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 15 Jun 2022

Map: BX24 
Christchurc
h 

Approx: 0

Saturday 18 June 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Vulcan,  near Waipara:  A lovely  4  to  5 hour  easy trip  with
around 200m height gain. Mt Vulcan (412m) overlooks the sea in
the coastal hills north of Waipara. Good views of the coast as well
as Motunau Beach. Plenty of farm tracks to follow and return via
nearby Mt Venus. Round trip about 10kms.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 17 Jun 2022

Map:  

Approx: $20

Wednesday 22 June Social

Just a moderate trip in sunny Fiordland: Liz Wightwick will speak about the CTC trip
to the Murchison Mountains in Fiordland at Waitangi Weekend.

Weekend 2-3 July 
Departure point: TBA

Leader: Geoffrey Sugden 021409359
geoffsugden@gmail.com

Winter Hot Pools Series #1 Cow Stream: 

As the weather gets colder and the nights darker the sandflies go
into hibernation (well some of them at least) which makes winter
the best time to relax in a hot pool. Number 1 in this series of
tramps will be an easy over-nighter to Cow Stream Hot Pools. 

After the compulsory coffee stop at the Paris Bakery in Amberley it
should only be about 3 hours walk along the St James Cycle Trail
from the cars on TopHouse Road in to the pools. This should give
us the evening and even some of the afternoon to lounge in the
hot pools, or if that’s not your thing then my arm may be easily
twisted to lead a more moderate mini trip from the camp site to
bag Scotties Hut and even Stony Stream Bivouac. 

We’ll  aim for  a  leisurely  mid  to  late  morning  departure  on  the
Sunday to make sure we’re not to late for dinner at the Culverden
Pub.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 29 Jun 2022

Map: BT24 Ada 
Flat 

Approx: $65
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Weekend 23-24 July 
Departure point: TBA

Leader: Geoffrey Sugden 021409359
geoffsugden@gmail.com

Winter Hot Pools Series #2 Hurunui Hot Pools: 

As the weather gets colder and the nights darker the sandflies go
into hibernation (well some of them at least) which makes winter
the best time to relax in a hot pool. 

Number 2 in this series of tramps will be a slightly more taxing (but
still not too strenuous) wander along the Harper Pass route from
Lake Sumner. We’ll start at Loch Katrine (dependent on 4WD’s)
and stroll into Hurunui Hut for the night. This should take about 3 -
3.5 hours. 

A  further  couple  of  hours  walking  should  take  us  to  the  hot
springs, which I have been reliably informed are not quite as large
as those encountered in number 1 in this series and we may need
to take turns soaking. Once again for those that aren’t into hot
pools (why are you signing up to these?) a further couple of hours
walking past the hot pools will enable the bagging of Hurunui No.3
Hut before returning to Hurunui Hut for the night. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 22 Jul 2022

Map: BU22 Lake 
Sumner 

Approx: $50 + Hut 
Tickets

Weekend 30-31 July 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Fastpacking St James Walkway: 

1st day (43 km): meeting at 6am at Z Papanui, driving to Boyle
Village where we’ll drop off some folks and we’ll need to do a car
shuffle (eg. to get at least one car to Lewis Pass tops carpark). 

Then  we’ll  walk  from  Boyle  Village  to  Christopher  Hut  (14
trampers capacity, serviced hut). 

2nd  day  (23  km):  we’ll  finish  the  track  and  drive  back  to
Christchurch. We’ll need to pick up a car from Boyle Village first so
it may take some time. If we have only one car, we’ll hitch. 

This is neither a running trip nor a slow trip. The plan is to take an
average moderate but steady pace, something like 4-5 km / h. The
first day should take us 9-11 hours. 

Bring a torch, some comfy shoes, plenty of  cookies to fuel  the
journey and a  serviced hut  ticket  if  you want  to  use the  hut  /
overnight gear if you want to camp. The trip goes ahead in good
weather only.

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 30 Jul 2022

Map: BT23 Lewis
Pass BT24 
Ada Flat 
BU23 Boyle
Village

Approx: $60
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Multi day trip 5-18 June 
Departure point: Either Calenzana in the North
or Conca in the South

Leader: Bill Johnson 02040820100
mail.billjohnson@gmail.com

Corsica  GR20  -  June  2023:  The  GR20  is  a  mythical  long
distance hiking trail that traverses the island of Corsica diagonally,
from Calenzana in the North to Conca in the South. The 180km
trail  follows  the  granite  backbone  of  mountains  that  divide  the
island in two, many of which soar above 2000m altitude and has
an overall  altitude gain of 12,000m. The GR20 is the best  and
toughest  long distance hike  out  there!  Stunningly  beautiful  and
varied. If you do a stage per day, it takes roughly 16 days, this will
depend, of course, on your fitness and the weather. In the North,
you are constantly doing steep ascents and plunging descents. In
the South, there are different challenges, such as, long technical
exposed ridges. Here is a good video overview of the trip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3L7bovqnVkI 

A  couple  good  websites  with  more  info  are  located  here:
https://www.thehikinglife.com/2017/03/a-quick-dirty-guide-to-
corsicas-gr20/

https://www.le-gr20.fr/en/ 

Trip will be approximately 16 days total.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 31 May 
2023

Map: It’s Corsica!

Approx: TBD

Trip Reports

15-18 April 2022

100 & 1000 Acres Plateaux

Day 1 

We opted for a relaxed drive from Christchurch with a couple of stops. We decided that a
break in Lewis Pass to get in the first serious tramping of the long weekend was required,
completing the strenuous Alpine Tarn Walk in 14 minutes! 

After this we decided that we should probably continue to our destination for the weekend. 

1 hour 11 minutes Car park to Lake Matiri Hut. 

Easy walking along a well graded 4wd track took us to a junction with a choice between
the Hydro Scheme Inlet or the Lake Matiri Hut. A little more walking along easy track took
us to Lake Matiri Hut arriving a little before 4pm. We played a game of Citadels and had a
relaxed evening. We had the hut largely to ourselves with some other groups having opted
to camp down by the lake. Both Bett and Paul decided to get the tents out and were joined
later on by a couple who had flown in from the North Island and came in late after having
to drive up from Christchurch. 

Day 2 

Lake Matiri Hut to Larrikin Creek Hut 7 Hours 57 minutes 

We got away before 8am ready to face the steep and unrelenting climb up to the 1000
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acre plateau. The climb was as steep as I remember and I’d hopefully given the others
enough warning of this. Everyone was happy to get to the top of the climb and Poor Petes
Biv shortly after. Next trip I’ll definitely try and stay here as Poor Petes is a nice hut in a
really nice location, for this trip I had to be satisfied with a lunch stop here. Following this
we continued on across the Plateau to Larrikin Creek Hut. Although I had given everyone
warning about the steep climb to the plateau I had failed to warn everyone about the bog.
Somehow we all survived the trek and none of us found any really deep bog holes to fall
in. 

The group at Poor Pete’s Biv

We had mixed reports walking in from people on plateau ranging from a couple of tents at
Larrikin Creek to Kelly and Bill’s 24 people staying there! In the end there were a couple of
tent sites taken but still plenty of space available. With the clouds closing a bit of drizzle we
set up camp and then all congregated at Bett, Simon and Paul’s campsite under the trees
for dinner and to plan the next day. 

Day 3 

Needle and Mt Misery 6 Hours 

We broke into 3 groups for the day. Bett, Simon, Mark, Paul and I ventured up to the 100
acre plateau with plans to climb Needle and The Haystack. We got to the top of the Needle
getting some decent views of the surrounding landscape through the clouds but looking
over at The Haystack decided that climbing along a bluffy ridge with potentially loose rock
while it was covered in cloud was a poor idea so set off across the plateau for Mt Misery
instead. 

Leda and Leendart went for a wander up to the 100 acre plateau while Andrea opted to
wander down the creek near the hut to the natural infinity pool and relax for the day. 
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Almost at the top of the Needle – looking over 100 Acres Plateau

Day 4 

Larrikin Creek Hut to Carpark - about 8 hours (equipment failure meant I didn’t time this
properly) 

The group left at varying times in smaller groups, with some making our target time of 7am
and others not too far after. The way out was much the same as the way in, although a lot
less climbing and a lot more descending. Morning tea was had at Poor Petes Hut and then
Mark decided that he had to resume CTC Swim Team Captain duties from the Jollie Brook
trip and set off  with the faster group for lunch and a swim at the lake. However upon
getting close to Lake Matiri we were passed by a family informing us that we should go
directly to the hut. Apparently the sandflies were also keen for lunch by the lake. After a
bite to eat we continued down the 4WD track to the cars and then off home with a pleasant
stop at the Culverden Pub for dinner. 

Participants 

Geoff Sugden, Andrea Kofoet, Mark Nicholls, Bett Koch, Simon Barr, Paul Titus, Leda Van
Ginkel, Leendert Van Ginkel 
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Lake Matiri

15-18 April 2022

Sampling the Hopkins and Huxley Delights

Chris’s plan to do a Richmond Range walk taking in the Red Hills to Hacket didn’t work out
for a number of good reasons and getting away for Easter involved reducing eleven days
to four. Visiting the Hopkins fitted nicely because Chris hadn’t been there before and less
travel was involved than going further south. I hadn’t been up there for over ten years and
it used to be one of my favourite spots. Natasha joined Hannah’s trip to Glenorchy and
beyond, while Lorraine and I joined up with Chris. 

There are some big mountains up the Hopkins which provide a magnificent backdrop on
the walk in. Regrettably over the past couple of decades heavy rains and the river shifting
to threaten the road resulted in maintenance stopping, and the road end was pulled back 8
kms, resulting in an unwelcome and rather mind numbing additional plod to Monument Hut
which can be alleviated a bit with a mountain bike or if you can afford one a 4WD with big
chunky tires. As a bonus though, this is made more pleasant by the backdrop of awesome
mountains. Mt Ward 2645 meters and Mt Williams 2538 meters dominate the valley from
Monument Hut, and there are lots of other big mountains further up the valley. The Huxley
Valley where we were headed joins the Hopkins about 2.5 kms further on from the hut, and
there’s a choice of keeping feet dry along the forest track or getting them wet and going
faster along the Hopkins flats. We chose wet feet. 
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Approaching the Huxley Valley

We then followed the  forest  track  to  the  Huxley  swing bridge and instead of  using  it
decided to ford the river which was running low, to save more time. Three crossings later
we were on the track on the true left  and heading up the valley towards the massive
avalanche swept fan at the bottom of the south face of Boanerges 2254 m. I thought we
would have dry feet flat walking all the way to the fan, and we then noted the track markers
took us into beech forest for what we expected might be one of those frustrating up and
down sidles with a few roots to trip you up. So we stuck with the now gravelly and rocky
bed and found that the river had cut into the bank making us cross twice more before
climbing up on to the fan and stumbling across it and the three creeks that run down it. In
winter in big snow years, this is not a place to hang around in, and in the spring you might
see large banks of avalanche deposited snow and ice going across to the far bank, with
the river flowing through a nice tunnel underneath. Maybe this doesn’t happen so much
these warmer years. 

We arrived at Huxley Forks around 5.30 pm in time for Chris and I to pitch tents while
Lorraine grabbed a bunk in the hut, and with dinner consumed it was time to attempt a
hand held photo of the full moon which was rising in the calm and fine dusk, and then head
for the sleeping bag. 

As the night wore on,  the wind rose and the clouds came. You can think that valleys
surrounded by beech forest are well sheltered, not here. Both of us had pitched our tents
in the lee of the forest for protection from the west, preferring lightness and brightness to
dingy dullness and the possibility  of  having something fall  down on top if  site  chosen
without sufficient care. As the storm developed, the gusts got stronger until you could hear
express trains  coming,  the  volume increasing  and  then the  wind  whipping  round and
smashing the tent. My heavier and sturdy number held up really well apart from one peg
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pulling  out,  and my lighter  summer  tent  would  almost  certainly  have been trashed.  It
started to rain around 4.00 am, and this got progressively heavier as the morning wore on
and was accompanied by the ongoing squalls. But there’s nothing like the occasional pit
day in horrible weather, feeling dry and toasty in a trusty tent, I used to try to get one a
year, but haven’t for a long time. Perhaps pitching in the trees would have been better after
all, except for the need to avoid being squashed by a falling trunk! But nothing fell over so
it would have been OK. 

After lunch it fined up and Chris and Lorraine prodded me out of my torpor to go and look
at  the  South  Huxley.  Rain  around  the  Divide  had  turned  the  North  Huxley  into  an
uncrossable torrent, while the other branch was still a clear summery trickle. The South
Huxley track is a delight on a dry sunny summer morning, but today it was dark, slippery
underfoot with wet foliage to push through and it put me in a dark mood. I turned around
after a couple of kilometres wanting more light and cheeriness, while Chris and Lorraine
found a steep stream bed to clamber up which gave them a couple of hundred meters
climb to a waterfall and a good view of the forks and the hut. On the way back my mood
improved when the sun emerged on a spur back down to the river and at the flats at the
forks. The North Huxley torrent had gone down, remarkable how rapidly that happened but
not surprising given most of the water probably came off the rocky faces up the valley. 

Back to the tent, I got a surprising and cheery welcome from a Titipounamu (Rifleman)
which investigated my gear and flitted around my tent catching insects on the wing. It
seemed to have established a wee circuit which was obviously quite productive otherwise
it wouldn’t have hung around for the ten or so minutes I had to observe proceedings. 

The wind had gone, and with the tent door open to minimise condensation, things got quite
cold and my summer bag struggled, so the following night was going to be interesting
given forecasted projections of -3°C. I decided next night I would move under the trees
and shut the door. 

Easter Sunday, fine weather and we went up the north branch. We found the river and
boulders provided OK travel and were much more preferable to the route marked on the
map, much of which looks to have disappeared from descriptions provided by others who
thought that was the right way to go and suffered tribulations and much thrashing in search
of the lost path. Not far from Brodrick Hut we got back on to the track which took us the
final 100 meters ascent to get to it. This is a really neat cosy place on the edge of the
forest, and makes a good base from which to explore Brodrick Pass, which is a major
route into the Landsborough, and surrounding peaks. A short walk provided great views of
Mt Strauchon, Brodrick Pass, Mt Mackenzie 2156 meters and the forbiddingly steep wall at
the head of the valley. 

After a break we headed off across the deep gut north of the hut, and followed the poled
and cairned route to the start of the climb up to the pass. Regrettably we didn’t have time
to go up, so went down to the valley floor following an avalanche path, where the scrub
has been continually scraped off by ongoing exposure. We walked a couple of kilometres
up the valley to a point where it narrowed and became scrubby, and where we could get a
look at gentler scrub covered slopes up to the ridge-line along to Boanerges and eat lunch
in gentle sun with Easter chocolate, some sandflies and a bit of a cool breeze. 

We then headed back, following the river to the first spur and climbed back up to the track,
which took us back through the gut to the hut, where we again met the lovely Dunedin
couple who shared the Forks facilities with us during the storm. They told us about their
tribulations trying to follow the track the previous day, and the overnight at the hut gave
them time to go up to the Pass. 
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Brodrick Hut was built in 1966 hut and is in great shape after recent work in 2018 from a
volunteer crew led by Sam Newton and supported by Back Country Trust. The tramping,
mountaineering and hunting communities owe these guys a lot and without them many of
the huts that we take for granted would cease to exist. 

After our pleasant afternoon T stop, it was time to head back to the Forks to enable us to
get back to the car in good time to drive home. We had pleasant travel via the boulders
keeping our feet dry nearly all  the way. But getting near the bridge, Chris preferred to
follow the river rather than climb the 50 to 80 meters around a large slip which we had
climbed around on the way in, and we waded into the middle to avoid a deep hole under
the bank and the large and threatening hanging boulders lodged in the loose stuff above. 

After my pleasant and warm slumbers under the trees, we woke to another fine day, and
left at 8.00 am so we could make good time for the drive home. The walk was uneventful,
we had sunny flats, a couple of early cold river crossings, some ‘perma-frosty’ ground in
the shade of the trees and four or five river crossings through the gorge into the Hopkins
so we could avoid using the bridge and the slower forest track. Then it was the short walk
to Monument Hut arriving at 11.30, in time for an early lunch and coffee in the sunshine.
This hut is also in remarkably good condition, particularly given it is relatively accessible. 

Then for the eight kilometre grind down to the car on increasingly hot feet, without the
mountain view, I was pleased to be wearing light shoes! That done, we packed the gear
and climbed into the comfort  of  Chris’s  trusty Honda for  lots  of  informative and really
interesting chatter on the way home, including a stop at the Tekapo 4 Square for tasty
quiche, Fairlie excellent pie and chicken drumsticks. 

A most  pleasant  and relaxing  Easter  weekend  with  great  company,  a  rare  and  much
appreciated pit day in the rain and a fantastic place. 

Thanks heaps to Chris for  arranging and driving,  and together with Lorraine being so
entertaining and making the weekend really enjoyable. 

23 April 2022

Hamilton Peak via Camp Saddle

This was the first CTC trip led by our young and enthusiastic new leader Daniel Gillies and
also the first trip of Vicky Havill, a fit trail runner from Oxford. We started off by a locked
gate at Broken River access road from where we climbed up almost all the way to Camp
Saddle. Our leader was considerate and suggested that we turn north-west a bit earlier
than from Camp Saddle to avoid a scree where a lot of rocks like to roll down. I thought
that it was quite a sensible suggestion. So we took this grassy steep slope to get on the
ridge which we followed all the way to the top of Hamilton Peak. It’s quite easy, fun ridge
travel. At the top, lunches were eaten, a newly purchased bothy bag was showcased by
Barney and a lot of photos were taken. Strong winds forced us to eat in a hurry and swiftly
descend to the saddle between Hamilton Peak and Nervous Knob. From there, a vague
path took us down to the road. The last leg consisted of a mixture of road and track travel
as there were some well-maintained tracks between the road’s zig-zags. Very lovely day
out, a wee bit windy but as my grandma says: “Thanks to the wind, we can hear the trees
talk.” 

Participants: Daniel  Gillies  (leader),  Kaveh  Mazloomi,  Ian  Wyllie,  Chris  McGimpsey,
Rodney  Erickson,  Bernhard  Parawa,  Lorraine  Poole,  Warwick  Dowling,  Vicky  Havill,
Barney Stephenson, Michal Klajban (scribe, GPX, photos), Peter Umbers
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Rough stats: 11 km, 1100 m up, 5:30 h 

7 May 2022

Mount Bruce

I’ve seen Mt Bruce plenty of times on my trips up the Bealey Spur,  and even walked
around the base of it on the Cass Lagoon Saddle Track, but I’d never thought of going to
the summit. Daniel did want to go to the summit, however, and thought he’d see if he could
persuade any other members of the Christchurch Tramping club to join him. It proved to be
insanely popular, with up to 43 people signed up at one time, but if you add on all of those
who signed up and then later dropped out for various reasons, a total 49 people were
signed up. The final number was a much more manageable number of 33 who eventually
completed the trip. I couldn’t persuade Helen to join me on this trip though; she opted for
the more sedate Pipeline – Stan Helms - Bridle Path - Silos Cafe loop with her daughter
and dog. 

Daniel somehow managed to herd his 33 tramping cats into eight cars and get them all to
the start of the track at the Cora Lynn Car Park. We started walking on the Cass Lagoon
Saddle track at about 10:00, reaching the tree-line about an hour later. After re-grouping
we continued sidling around the base of Mt Bruce to the high point of the track where we
regrouped again before setting off to the summit for a well-earned lunch. I must admit that
I  was a bit  slow getting up there,  and it  wasn’t  just  the constant stopping for  photos.
Perhaps a 50 km bike ride the day before isn’t the best warm-up for a day of tramping. Or
maybe it is. I’m planning a 53 km ride next Friday before the Saturday tramp; I’ll let you
know how that works out. 

After lunching and a suitable rest,  Daniel  and I  went to work. There were quite a few
prospective members on the trip, so Daniel did a presentation about the club, the things
we do aside from tramping, benefits of membership, etc. As part of that I emptied out my
backpack to run through the gear that I carry on a day trip, as an illustration of what is on
the  gear  list  on  the  club’s  website,  and  including  the  nice-to-have  things  that  I  carry
alongside the essentials. That usually prompts a bit of discussion, on on this occasion one
of the prospective members showed us her Garmin InReach which she has used a few
times.  Great  device,  but  unlike  a  PLB it  requires  a  monthly  subscription.  I  remember
renting one some time ago for a trip that had above average risk – it’s a good insurance
policy. 

Did I mention the wind and weather? No? Time to catch up on that. The weather forecast
was good but there was a bit of gusty nor’west expected about mid afternoon. The start of
the trip was quite calm and warm, and people were soon shedding layers of clothing as we
trekked up through the forest. Out of the trees there was only a slight breeze but while we
rested it was a tad chilly. The grunt up the hill warmed me up again, and the jacket went on
again for the summit siesta. 

Back to the trip – as we left the summit there was a bit of a scree run, not very good
quality, but it soon sorted out the scree runners from the scree walkers. Guess who was
last down? But somebody has the help the first  timers, and the experienced trampers
shared the load. By the time I reached the main scree run the group was spread out from
top to bottom. Daniel took one of the prospective members through the tussock at the side,
and I ambled down with a few other scree novices giving encouragement until  I  could
resist no longer, and then once I got them started I was off! Bad move – there’s a reason
we wear gaiters, and I’d not expected scree so they were in the car instead of on my feet. I
ended up with boots full of rocks that actually hurt a lot, and it took me a couple of boot
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emptyings to get to the bottom. 

We were now out  of  the wind as  we resumed our  walk  down towards Broad Stream
through the  tussock,  following the  track  that  was reasonably  clear  on  the  ground but
completely missing from the map. As we reached the forest  there was a sign proudly
proclaiming “Track”, leaving us in no doubt that we were on a track. Continuing down on
said track I was surprised to suddenly see my camera fall to the ground. The mount that
plugs into the clip on my backpack had quietly unscrewed itself, and the camera set off on
a journey of its own. Fortunately it fell onto a soft forest track this time, and not down a
mountain like it did last time when the fall destroyed a $1600 lens and did $700 of damage
to  the  body.  The  insurance  were  very  good  about  it,  but  they  might  not  be  so
understanding if it becomes a frequent occurrence. Picked it up, wiped off the dirt, and it
was still working, so a happy ending. And to those who wonder why I have a piece of rope
and a carabiner to stop my water bottles from doing what the camera did, the rope and
carabiner  became a camera strap so I  was still  able  to  carry the camera outside the
backpack where it is more useful than on the inside. 

Soon we were in Broad Stream hopping the boulders,  the track disappearing into  the
stream from time to time but usually marked so we could easily pick it up again. With no
wind it was quite warm in there so the jacket came off again. The stream was a bit rough in
places, to be expected of course with the massive volumes of water that must pour down
there during stormy weather. The forest is lovely and the track quite easy going, and soon
we found ourselves at the connecting track to the Wilderness Lodge. Daniel had managed
to get permission to cross the farmland here, which saved about a 2.5 km walk to the road
and back in to the car park. That was a real bonus! 

The Bealey Pub was closed, so we headed off to Springfield Pub instead. It was rather
busy, and the travellers in Barney’s car weren’t mad keen on mingling with crowds in the
days of Covid, so we settled the financials and scooted off home quickly – not very social,
but we’d already been social for the 6+ hours of walking so we didn’t feel bad about it. It
had been a wonderful day and the weather was better than predicted; a good time was
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had by all. Many thanks to Daniel for organising this trip and running it so expertly. Trip
Statistics  Distance  Walked:  12.4  km  Min  Elevation:  669  m  Max  Elevation:  1,644  m
Elevation gain: 930 m Elevation loss: 946 m Average speed: 1.8 km/h Average moving
speed: 2.4 km/h Total moving time: 5h 05m Total stopped time: 1h 37m Participants 

Daniel Gillies (Leader), Zack Williams, Vanessa Smith, Kaveh Mazloomi, Mark Nicholls,
Stephen Lukey, Anthony Clark, Barney Stephenson, Justin Loh, Nicola Hely, Chris Freear,
Jim Schofield, James Schofield, Sheryle Wootton, Ciara Dunleavy, Fiona Gough, Bernard
Parawa, Hayley Dauben, Geoffrey Hewlett, Jimmy Philpott, Peter Umbers, Adnan Yaqub,
Rodney Erickson, Jiang Xiaoqiu, Connie Christensen, Bryce Williamson, Carrie Newbury,
Peter  Blakely,  Randall  Lee,  Michael  Drawbridge,  Jonathan Carr,  Susan (didn’t  get  her
surname), John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer) 

14 May 2022

Te Ara Pataka Summit Walkway; Pettigrews Road to Mt
Fitzgerald Return

Mount Fitzgerald was unfinished business – this 826 meter peak is not normally something
one fails to summit, but if one is prepared to put in the effort, there is absolutely no limit to
what one can fail to achieve. The past failures were: A club trip I led on a very windy day
when we ended up sheltering behind some rocks 400 metres from the summit (5 metres
vertical), and when I pointed out the true summit the unanimous decision of the team was
that we’d seen the summit and we wanted to get out of the wind. A trip on a very hot and
smoky day during the Aussie bush fires when Helen & I reached the same point and opted
to bail early to get a cold drink and a burger. 

When I saw Mike planned to lead a trip I was keen to join and finish it off properly, and the
forecast of rain wasn’t going to put me off. Helen wasn’t so keen, but I insisted that we
have raincoats and waterproof pants for a reason, so she reluctantly agree to join me. I
caught  a  few other  comments  in  the lead-up to  departure that  suggested some other
trampers  might  thought  that  they  might  suffer  some  water  damage,  but  ultimately  27
trampers proved to be sufficiently waterproof to complete the trip. 

Mike did his usual sterling job of shepherding everybody into cars and getting them on
their way to Little River where we stopped for toilets and coffee before heading up to the
start  of  the  track.  There  are  two  ways  to  approach  the  start  of  the  track  –  From
Montgomery Park Reserve, which is a bit longer but has a nice steep forest walk, or from
Pettigrews Road, which is a bit shorter and is an easy walk along a farm track. We chose
the  easy  way  this  time,  leaving  the  cars  at  what  I  saw  marked  on  one  map  as  the
Pettigrews Rd Car Park, a terribly optimistic description of a narrow grass verge. It was
raining lightly when we arrived, so rain jackets came out for almost the entire group. 

About 40 minutes into the walk Pettigrews Track joins up with Te Ara Pātaka which comes
up from the aforementioned Montgomery Park Reserve. From here it’s a fairly easy stroll
along the ridge following the track around the base of Mt Sinclair. A goodly number of the
group took a side trip to the summit, with a few opting to wait on the main track. After
pushing through the  taramea /  speargrass  /  spaniard  to  reach the  summit  there  was
another  split,  with  one group heading off  to  another  high  point  to  the  south-west  and
planning to bush-bash down a spur to the track while the rest of us opted to go back the
way we came up. That didn’t work out too well either as we couldn’t find the non-existent
track that we came up on, so we ended up about 300m metres further back along the track
from where we’d gone up. Somehow the morning tea plan on Mt Sinclair had evaporated,
and when the group was reunited we continued walking, somewhat to Helen’s dismay as
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she was keen for a snack. 

We carried on to the Mt Fitzgerald summit and stopped there for lunch. The rain by now
was a bit  patchy,  but  there  was a  slight  breeze bringing  a bit  of  wind  chill,  a  perfect
situation to try out the three bothy bags that had been brought up by the team. Chris had a
$5 second-hand tent fly which did a fairly good job as well. I did the “what’s in my pack”
show and tell for the new trampers fairly quickly as it didn’t want my kit getting too wet, and
then we scarpered post haste as it was getting too cold to be sitting around. 

We returned the same way we’d come up, bypassing Mt Sinclair, and spread out a fair bit
on the way back, some people obviously keen to get to the café for a hot drink. All went
well  until  just after the Pettigrews Track turn-off when Mike and I realised that the two
trampers we’d seen behind us at the stile weren’t there any more. Two out of 27 trampers
is definitely well within the 10% quota that we’re allowed to lose on a trip (is that actually in
the club rules?), but somehow it didn’t seem right to abandon them, and I suppose they
were just misplaced rather than lost. Fortunately we still had a young and fit tramper with
us, so she whizzed back along the track to locate them – great, that saved the old guys
from having to run! As luck would have it, they suddenly reappeared on the skyline and we
managed to attract their attention and get them headed back the right way. 

Finally all reunited back at the cars we stowed all the gear and headed off to the Little
River café for refreshments, and managed to get back to Christchurch in time for dinner.
Thanks once again to Mike for arranging the trip and getting us all back safely. 

Trip  Statistics Distance Walked:  16.3  km Min Elevation:  452 m Max Elevation:  846 m
Elevation gain: 578 m Elevation loss: 566 m Average speed: 2.8 km/h Average moving
speed: 3.8 km/h Total moving time: 4h 14m Total stopped time: 1h 34m 

Participants 

Michael  Newlove  (Leader),  Vanessa  Smith,  Charlene  McLenaghan,  Helen  Ryan,  Alan
Murray,  Chris  McGimpsey,  Kay  Taylor,  Bethany  Jackson,  Adnan  Yaqub,  Annette
Reinheimer, Louise Holder, Sristy Sristy, Winston Teo, Bernard Parawa, Monika Bratownik,
Symon  Holmes,  John  Shrewsbury,  Umar,  Barney  Stephenson,  Kaveh  Mazloomi,  Jim
Schofield, James Schofield, Bill Johnson, Ella Hartley, Peter Blakely, Natalie Cone, John
Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer) 

 

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed.  Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists  containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
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www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: John West 021 230 2536

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720

Treasurer-elect: Carol Horgan 027 212 7294

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Social 
Convenor:

Kate Taylor 0273265497

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Donald Carnielo 338-9865

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 23 June 2022 – Thanks.
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